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ABSTRACT 

In this modern world, proper organisation and planning of production and storage locations, 

transportation and scheduling are important to retain the competitive edge of companies. However the 

planning and scheduling problems involved are quite complex. Computer-based optimization 

techniques are the best means to obtain viable solutions, but until now the mixed integer programs 

developed have been able to deal only with simple problems. The more important larger problems 

have generally been solved using ad-hoc heuristics which often produce incomplete and less 

satisfactory solutions. Today, the development of new algorithms, software and hardware is leading to 

the provision of mathematical applications and tools which allow the solution of these larger problems 

in acceptable times. In this contribution two groups are addressed: on the one hand managers and on 

the other hands a more technical oriented audience. The focus towards the first group is to create some 

attention with respect to the potential benefits of the method, to transmit a sense of what kind of 

problems can be tackled, and to increase the acceptance of the approach based on mixed-integer 

optimization. The second group will be informed about the state-of-the-art, especially with respect to 

the use of high-performance computers and modern algorithmic aspects. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

  The use of optimisation is in almost all branches of industry or society, e.g. in 

product and process design, production, logistics, traffic control and even strategic 

planning. In an optimisation problem (OP), By using a set of constraint a person  tries to 

minimize or maximize a global characteristic of a process such as elapsed time or cost, by 

using an appropriate choice of parameters which can be controlled. In the same way by 

using heuristic technique A traditional way to develop answers to optimisation problems 

is to propose a number of choices for the controlled parameters. The processes under 

investigation are then simulated under these various options, and the results are 

compared. Engineers in charge of these OPs have developed intuition and heuristics to 

select appropriate conditions, and simulation software exists to perform the evaluation of 

their performance. The ”traditional” techniques may lead to proper results, but there is 

no guarantee that the optimal solution or even a solution close to the optimum is found. 

This is especially troublesome for complex problems, or those which require decisions 

large financial  

 In contrast to simulation,  by using optimisation methods one can search directly 

for an optimal solution that fulfills all restrictions and relations which are relevant for 

the real-world problem. It becomes possible with the help of mathematical optimisation 

to control and adjust complex systems even when they are difficult for a human being to 

grasp. Therefore, optimisation techniques allow a fuller exploitation of the advantages 

inherent to complex systems. Classical optimisation theory treats those cases in which 

the parameters can be changed continuously, e.g. the temperature in a chemical reactor. 

On the other hand, mixed integer, combinatorial or discrete optimisation addresses 

parameters which are limited to integer values, for example counts (numbers of 

containers, ships), decisions (yes-no), or logical relations (if product A is produced then 

product B also needs to be produced). This discipline, years ago only a marginal 

discipline within mathematical optimisation, becomes more and more important. 
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2.0 A COMMON ASPECT OF REAL WORLD PROBLEMS 

  A common aspect of real world problems given in this part is typical for the 

chemical industry but most of the topics also occur in other areas: 

 Problems related to blending 

 production planning (related to production, logistics, marketing) 

 scheduling problems (production) 

 process design (process industry) 

 depot selection problems (strategic planning) 

 network design (planning, strategic planning) 

  Although it is difficult for the chemical industry, but in modified form also for the 

mineral oil or food industry, are blending problems.  A model is described for finding cost 

minimal blending which simultaneously include container handling conditions and other 

logistic constraints. Particularly, companies which are in a situation to utilize the 

advantages of a complex production network, often with the background of several sites, 

may greatly benefit from production planning and production scheduling. Of course, 

scheduling problems occur also in other branches of industry. They are operational and 

create detailed answers to the questions: when is the production of a specific product on a 

specific machine to be started? What does the daily production sheet of a worker look 

like? Scheduling problems belong to a class of the most difficult problems in discrete 

optimization. Typical special structures, which can be tackled by discrete optimization, 

are minimal production rates, minimal utilization rates and minimal transport amounts: 

these structures lead to so-called semi-continuous variables. The question, how a 

telecommunication net-work should be structured and designed when the annual 

demand is known, or the question, what the traffic infrastructure should look like for a 

given traffic demand lead to network design problems. Further, the problems listed 

above can be solved with linear mixed-integer methods, problems occurring in process 

industry very often lead to nonlinear discrete problems. 
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3.0 MIXED-INTEGER OPTIMISATION HAVING MATHEMATICAL 

BACKGROUND 

  This part of the presentation  provides some of the mathematical and algorithmic 

background.  

MIXED-INTEGER OPTIMISATION 

  Restricting the domain of all or of a part of variables xj of problem LP to integer 

values or to disjoint sets, e.g.  x  [d1; d2] x  [d3; d4]; d 1 d2 < d3  d4 , an integer (ILP) 

or a mixed-integer linear programming problem (MILP) results. 

MILP Minimize: 

Subject to: 

z(x; y) =  tz x +  th y;  x; z  nZ ; y; h rR    

Ax+By = b A  M(m n; IR) 

x   0; y  0 B  M(m  r; IR); b  mR   

  Building mixed-integer models requires great caution. Often there exist different 

possibilities to formulate the restrictions of an OP Sometimes adding redundant 

constraints makes an algorithm work faster, e.g. if the gap between the optimal solutions 

of the LP-relaxation and of the original problem is diminished by this. Even some 

nonlinear Ops can be transformed to MILP’s using special types of discrete variables. 

 Logical conditions, such as ”and”, ”or”, ”not”, ”implies”, and also disjunctive 

constraints are formulated with binary variables 0,1   

 Binary variables can indicate the state of a continuous variable and at the same time 

impose upper and lower bounds (L and U) on this variable. The constraints x = 0   L 

x U defining a semi-continuous variables x are equivalent to             L.   x U • 

 , where    is a binary variable. Some software packages offer semi-continuous 

variables to formulate this constraint directly without utilizing an additional binary 

variable which provides great advantages for the B&B procedure. [1, 8] 

 Special ordered sets of type n (SOSn) have been developed to formulate common types 

of restrictions in mathematical programming. In SOS1 sets of variables exactly one 
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variable (continuous or integer) must be non-zero.In an SOS2 set two variables which 

are adjacent in the ordering of the set or one single variable must be non-zero. SOS2 

sets often are used to model piecewise linear functions, e.g. linear approximations of 

nonlinear functions. 

 Programs with products of k binary variables 
1

, 0,1
k

p i ii
  


    can be transform 

directly into integer models according to 

p j  ,  j = 1; :::; k  

;
1

k

j p

j

 


  k-1 

0,1j    

  

  

   A great variety of algorithms to solve mixed integer Ops has arisen during the last 

decades. Among the best known exact algorithms for solving ILP’s are the following 

methods: 

3.1 Enumerative methods Cutting-plane algorithms- Dynamic programming 

  Efficient enumerative algorithms include pruning criteria so that not all feasible 

solutions have to be tested for finding the optimal solution and for proving optimality. 

The widely used B&B algorithm with LP-relaxation is the most important representative 

of enumerative algorithms and therefore discussed in more detail in the next subsection. 

  Cutting plane algorithms for MILP’s are derived from the simplex algorithm [6]. 

After computing the continuous optimum by LP-relaxation of the integrality constraints 

step by step new constraints are added to the MILP. With the help of these additional 

inequalities non integer variables of the continuous solutions are forced to take integer 

values. Cutting plane methods are not restricted to MILP’s, they are used e.g. in 

nonlinear and non differentiable optimisation as well . 

  Dynamic programming  is not a general-purpose algorithm like methods belonging 

to the first two groups. Originally, it was developed for the optimisation of sequential 

decision processes. This technique for multistage problem solving may be applied to 

linear and nonlinear OPs which can be described as a nested family of sub problems. The 
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original problem is solved recursively from the solutions of the sub problems. 

 

 3.2 BRANCH-AND-BOUND ALGORITHM    

  The first B&B algorithm was developed in 1960 by Land and Doig. The branch in 

B&B hints at the partitioning process used to prove optimality of a solution. Lower 

bounds are used during this process to avoid an exhaustive search in the solution space. 

The B&B idea or implicit enumeration characterizes a wide class of algorithms which can 

be applied to discrete OPs in general. 

  A B&B algorithm of Dakin  with linear programming relaxations uses three 

pruning criteria: infeasibility, optimality and value dominance relation. The branching in 

this algorithm is done by variable dichotomy: for a fractional *

0ix  two son nodes are 

created with the additional constraint *

0io ix x   resp. *

0 1io ix x    : Other possibilities for 

dividing the search space are e.g. general-ized upper bound dichotomy or enumeration of 

all possible values, if the domain of a variable is finite.  

  The advantage of variable dichotomy is that only simple constraints on lower and 

upper bounds are added to the problem. 

  An important role is played by the search strategy  in implicit enumeration, widely 

used is the depth-first plus backtracking rule as presented above. Anyhow if  a node is 

not pruned, one of its two sons is considered. If a node is pruned, the algorithm goes back 

to the last node with a son which has not yet been considered (backtracking). In linear 

programming only lower and upper bound constraints are added, the dual simplex 

algorithm can reoptimize the problem directly with-out data transfer or basis reinversion 

. Furthermore, it is more likely that feasible solutions are found deep in the tree as 

experience has shown. Never-theless, in some cases the use of the opposite strategy, 

breadth-first search, may be advantageous. 

  One of the other important aspect is the selection of the branching variable. A 

common way of choosing a branching variable is by user-specified priorities, because no 

robust general strategy is known. Degradations or penalties may also be used to choose 
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the branching variables, both methods estimate or calculate the increase of the objective 

function value if a variable is required to be integral, especially penalties are costly to 

compute in relation to the gained information so that they are used quite rarely . 

  The B&B algorithm terminates after a finite number of steps, if the solution space 

of the LP-relaxation of problem MILP is bounded. 

 

3.3 EXAMPLE OF A SOLVED REAL-WORLD PROBLEM 

  A production planning system for three sites located in Germany, USA and Asia. 

Each of the plants can produce the same three products with equal quality in order to 

satisfy existing demand. The quality of products is only guaranteed if the plant operates 

at least on a 50% level. Otherwise there is no production. The number of change-overs 

per year is limited, say 5/year, to reduce risk associated with machine starting. The 

model describes a scenario including product change-over times dependent on production 

site, discrete transportation capacities, transportation times and inventory properties, 

and is characterized by 

Plants capacities setup-times utilisation rate 

Inventories capacities additional inventory security stock 

Transport minimal amounts transport times  

Orders monthly satisfy where possible  

 

  Here the objective is to find out and ascertain  production, change-overs, 

inventory, shipping, and sales such that demands are satisfied where possible and that 

the contribution margin (income minus variable cost for production, change-over, 

inventory, external purchase and transport) becomes maximal. 

   The mathematical model is described in details  and leads to a mixed-integer 

linear programming problem with 72 binary, 248 semi-continuous and 1401 continuous 

variables, and eventually 976 constraints. Using XPRESS-MP on an 80386-PC it was 

possible to compute the first integer solution within a few minutes. The duality gap was 
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further reduced by using appropriate cuts, which eventually allows proving optimality 

within minutes. Using the model it is possible to achieve an additional profit which is of 

the order of a few percent of the contribution margin. 

 

4.0 RELATIONSHIP OF COMPLEXITY AND PARALLELISATION 

  Some successfully solved real world problems in BASF demonstrate the huge 

potential for reducing costs, increasing efficiency an *

0 1io ix x    d the flexible use of 

resources by mathematical optimisation. However, it is also observed that many 

problems lead to a complexity which goes beyond today’s hardware and algorithmic 

capabilities. In some cases, it is not possible to prove optimality. To estimate the quality 

of the solution, save bounds are derived, instead. In order to solve complex mixed-integer 

models with not only a few hundred, but rather a few thousand, or even ten thousands of 

discrete variables,[7] BASF initiated the project PAMIPS. PAMIPS (Parallel Algorithm 

and software for Mixed Integer Programming in Industrial Scheduling) is a project 

supported under ESPRIT connecting four industrial partners and three universities. The 

project team tries to solve scheduling, production planning, and network design problems 

with parallel mixed-integer optimization. 

  The exact methods briefly described in Section 3 for solving mixed-integer 

problems provide two different ways for the parallelization: the combinatorial part of the 

algorithm and the linear program algorithm. 

  The combinatorial part is either a B&B or a branch-and-cut (B&C) algorithm. In 

both cases it is necessary to solve many LPs. Obviously, the evaluation of the sub 

problems may be performed by a network of parallel processors or workstations. The sub 

problems are more or less decoupled from each other and allow a simple parallelization 

with course granularity. Positive results have been achieved on a transporter system 

with 8 slaves- and one master-processor. It was possible to get an almost linear speed-up. 

  The linear optimization kernel is much more difficult to optimize. As described in 

Section (3) commercial software uses two methods to solve linear programs: revised 
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Simplex-algorithm and interior point methods. There exists attempts to parallelize the 

Simplex-algorithm, but they only obtained a low speed-up. Therefore, there is more 

optimism towards the parallelization of interior point methods. The major numerical 

work of solving IPM’s is to solve non-linear systems of equations. Linearization in 

combination with Newton’s method leads to linear systems of equations. On that level, 

broad experience with par-alleviation is available. The hope is to have, at the end of the 

project, efficient software available which has  

 B&C algorithms, specialized B&C algorithms for scheduling problems, 

 parallel B&B and B&C methods, 

 Parallel Simplex-algorithms, parallel interior–point methods embedded, and 

which allows solving more complex problems. 

 
 

5.0 CONSIDERATION OF FUTURE ASPECTS: BENEFITS AND BARRIERS 

  Technological progress is on its way, both on the algorithmic or software side and 

on the hardware side within the ESPRIT funded project PAMIPS. The mathematical 

representation (model formulation) is improved. The very latest ideas in solution 

algorithms (specialised B&C algorithms for scheduling problems) are incorporated. Via 

parallelisation many (say, a hundred) processors work cooperatively to solve big 

problems in a hundredth of the time one processor would need. 

  Unfortunately, the support of expert decision and heuristics by mathematical 

models and methods is still far from being widely accepted. Very often, analysts 

experience great reservations when talking to people working in production, logistics or 

marketing. There is a psychological and/or cultural barrier. Experts are used to decision 

taking based on experience and heuristics which are difficult to express explicitly. The 

approach to achieve objective solutions which can be controlled on a quantitative basis is 

new. It may create unconscious fears, and may in addition require a huge effort to 

explain the problem of interest to a non-specialist with the appropriate degree of 

completeness and accuracy. Indeed, on the one hand the mathematical kernel of the 
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application operates as a black box usually difficult to understand for non-

mathematicians. On the other hand, experts are afraid to lose influence and 

acknowledgment when outsiders, in this case mathematicians, can produce solutions 

which prove to be better in terms of costs, contribution margin, utilization rate or some 

other valuable quantity, when compared to their solutions.  

 

6.0 CONCLUION 

  On the basis of the facts presented above Use of optimization in the real world can 

be concluded that at least 50% of all real-world problems by mathematical optimization 

methods is related to the psychology with respect to increase acceptance, removing 

reservations and fears. Thus, besides technological efforts there should be a strong 

investment in improving the awareness and acceptance of mathematical optimization 

applied to real-world problems.  Mathematical methods and techniques cannot replace 

human inventiveness or decisions, but they can very well provide a quantitative basis for 

these decisions and allow coping most successfully with complex problems. 
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